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DEDlCATORY SERVICES
OF THE

Jesse W. Fell Memorial Gateway

MONDAY, JUNE FIVE
ONE THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED AND SIXTEEN
at three o'clock

ILLINOIS STA TE NORMAL UNIVERSITY CAMPUS

JESS I·: \\'. FELL

EDITORIAL COMMENT
THE FELL MEMORIAL
It would be difficult to overestimate the real significance of the
simp le yet beau tiful exe rcises that wer held on the campus on th e
afternoon of J une 5, 1916, in connect ion with t he dedication of the
Jesse Vv. Fell Memorial Gateway. Mr. Fell had finisht his life work
more t han twen ty-nine years before, but the perspective that these
years had len t to the events of h is life h ad servd but to bring their
meanin g in to bolder re lief and to show with greater vividness the
b red t h of his vis ion and the sterl ing qua li ties of his character. vVhat
to h im in h is life had been an inspir ing vision had now become a living
reality whose value to the people of the state, the simplest observer
can appreciate. Tt is indeed a fortunate thing tha t the good women
of th e vVomen's Impr ovement League of Nor ma l caug ht the significan ce of Mr. Fell's life work and sought, th r ough the aid of frien ds, to
bile! an enduring monument of stone to his memory, wh ich wil catch
the eye of every one of the thousands of studen ts who, du rin g the
years to come, wil seek t r aining and in spiration in the institution he
helpt to found.
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DEDICATION OF JESSE F ELL MEMORIAL GATEWAY
JUNE 5, 1916

The following words of welcome were extended by Col. D. C. Smith, president of the day.

Fellow Citizens:
The lar ge numbers in which you have gathered here this aftern oon
in memory of Jesse VI' . Fell, who more than a quarter of a century
ago passed into the "quiet haven of us a ll," testify, as words cannot,
that he was for more than an ordinary man.
And the fact that his many friends throughout the state and elsewher e, through the signal aid of the Women's Improvement League of
Nor mal, have caused to be erected the "Jesse W. Fell Memorial Gateway" that we have met to ded icate, is evidence of their abiding love
for his memory and t h eir continued gratitude for his simple, earnest
life, of which we shall presently hear from some who knew him best.

THE DEBT OF NORMAL UNIVERSITY TO JESSE W. FELL
DAVID FELMLEY
It is always an interesting study to trace the influence of early environment upon the subsequent careers of notable men anrl women,
for we usually find that the associations, the interests, and the activities of youth and early manhood dete r mine the trend of one's entire
life.
In the opinion of many American writers, the best body of immig r ants from England settled not on t he banks of the J a mes nor on
the shores of Massachusetts Bay but in t h e five southeastern counties
of Pennylvania. It was from this stock t hat J esse W. Fell w as descended. I n early life he showed unusual aptitude for study so his
parents sent him to the best schools available. After reach ing the
age of eighteen he taught school for two years, then turned his attention to law, studying for two years with a law fir m at Steubenville,
O hio. This firm offered him a partnership, but he had heard wonderful stor ies of the ferti lity and beauty of Centra l Illinois. In the
fall of 1832, w ith carpetbag and walking stick, he came into the little
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village built in the hazel brush that skirted the northern margin of
B looming Grove and stretched off to the prairie to the north. McLean county was less than two years old, Bloomington scarcely eighteen months. He was Bloomington's first lawyer, but if h e had depended upon law alone he would have had little to do. Immigration
was active, real estate in demand, so we find young Mr. Fell locating
claims, buying lands for his eastern friends, making shrewd investments for himself. On one of his trips to the country in 1833 he
stopped on the ridge now just south of the A lton rai lroad between
Broadway and Fell avenue. Behind h im to the south and southwest
lay Blooming Grove and Major's Grove. To the west, north, and cast
lay the billowy swell of the prairie, not a tree in sight, hardly a set.t ier's cabin. Here, he said to his companion, some day I shall build
my h ome.
Lands rose rapidly in value. In 1836 he was already esteemed a
wealthy man. Then came the crash of 1837 with failure and bankruptcy in its train. The real estate business was dead. Mr. F:.!il resumed his law practice for a few years, but in 1844 he definitely and
finally abandoned it. There is no doubt that with his industry, his
clearness of vision, and his rare powers of persuasion he would have
made a success of the law, but it was a ltogether too narrow a field
for him. It is an o ld maxim that the law is a jealous m istress. He who
is to attain a high place in this profession early learns that it is not
conducive to the development of many of the finer qual ities of the
human soul. Jesse Fell preferred to do things, to mold the physical
world, to civilize this raw country, to convert the w ilderness and the
pr a irie into the garden and the city and to aid in developing the intellectua l and social life that arc the chief elements of civilization.
In 1851 began the most active period of his life. The Federal land
grant had been made for the Illinois Central Rai lroad, but the location
of the road had not been finally established. A powerful faction
was determined to carry the road not directly north from Cairo to
LaSalle, but to carry it from Vandalia to the northwest through
Springfield and Peoria to Galena. General Gridley was then the
state senator. Jt was through his efforts and Fell's that the final
location of the road was made through Decatur, Clinton, and B loomington. After May. 1853, trains were running regularly through
Bloomington.
Meanwhile the Chicago and Alton railroad was creeping up from
the southwest. Mr. Fell was an intimate friend of E. P. M organ, the
chief engineer of the road, and of Mr. Blackstone, its president and
chief operator. He helped secure the right-of-way from Bloomington
to Chicago and laid out Pontiac, Dwight, and other towns.
Early' in 1854 it was defin itely settled that the route through Bloomington should be half a mile to the west of the publ ic square and that
the crossing point should be two miles to the north. This distance
made it possible to locate a new town at the junction. So Mr. Fell
immediately bought a large tract of land around the in te rsection and
began to lay it off in city blocks.
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In 1856 he began the erection o f his r.esidence on the site that he
had selected twenty-two years before, the house now standing on the
southeast corner of Irving and Fell avenue and occupied by Mrs. J. W.
Heckethorn. There was then only one house within the present
limits of Normal, the cottage occupied by the station agent. Mr. McCambridge.
From the first Mr. Fell had planned to make something more of
North B loomington than the ordinary prairie village. He wished to
build a town that would be noted for its morality, sobriety, and good
society, and was already planning the establishment of a college or
seminary of learning, when in 1857 the legislature passed the Act establish ing the Normal University.
Although occasional suggestio ns of a normal school for Illinois
were made from time to time in newspaper articles and addresses
after the founding of the first Massachusetts Normal Schools in 1839,
it was not unti l 1854 that a n organized movement really began. At
the second meeting of the State Teachers Association held at Peoria
in 1854, the proposition was made to u·se the College and Seminary
funds, about $216,000, lying idle in the state treasury, for founding a
normal school.
There were two counter proposition~. One by J o nathan Turner to
use the funds for an Industrial University; the other by the old college men who feared a divorce between religion and education to distribute the funds among existing denominational colleges. Mr. Fell
was with Turner in the early stages of the discussion, for he was a
life -long advocate of vocational a nd industrial educatio n, but his experience as a teacher and school official brought him in 1856 and Turner also to the suppo r t of the normal school, and the bill creating this
institution became a law on February 18, 1857. The Board was authorized to fix the permanent location of said Normal University at the
place where the most favorab le inducements were offered.
Mr. Fell began at once to secure subscriptions of land and money
to induce the Board to fix the location at North Bloomington. He
pleaded, argued, persuaded. If we can believe contemporary accounts
he soon had Bloomington as thoroughly aroused as Chicago seems to
be on the "preparedness" proposition. On Apr il 8, 1857, appeared in
the Bloomington Pantagraph:
"The advantages to ':>e conferred by such an institution upon the
place of its location are too obvious to need enlarging upon. R ichly
endowed from a government fund, collecting with in its walls every
year the flower of the youth of every part of the state, and organized
with a full corps of the ablest instructors, the Normal University w ill
doubtless take rank among the noblest institutions of lear ning in the
country, and give to the town which contain~ it a degr ee of prominence at home and abroad scarcely second to that enjoyed by the state
capital itself."
To the individua l ~ubscriptions of land and money the county com-
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missioners were induced to add $70,000 of the fund derived from the
sale of swamp lands. The subscription totalled:
Swamp lands ...... . .. .. ............ ......... $70,000
Other lands . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38,000
Cash . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33,725
In all .... .. ..... .... . .. .. ..... .. . .......... $141,725
J esse Fell's subscription of $9,000 was the largest single subscription from cash subscribers.
When the bids were opened Bloomington's total was so far above
Peoria's the Board of Education agreed to locate the institution in
Bloomington, provided that suitable security should be given to guarantee the ~wamp land funds. Abraham Lincoln drew up the bond, and
Jesse Fell and his brother, Kersey Fell, headed the list of bondsmen
Thus was secured for M·cLean county the State No rmal University.
With the location of the Normal University on May 7, 1857, t he troubles of the Board had just begun. George .N. Randall, of Chicago, was
secured as architect, the main building planned, the contract let for
~83,000, and work 1,tarted. By fall the foundation was up. Then burst
the financial panic of 1857 and progress was stopped for eighteen
months. A lmost every bank in the state suspended payment. Central
Illinois was hit very hard. Money could not be had, there was no
market for the swamp lands whose sale was to provide funds for the
bu ilding. The wealthiest and most eminent of all the subscribers declared t hat he would not pay his subscription until the building was
finished, that is, until it was no longer needed. Ther e were trying
t imes. President C. E. Hovey, charged by the Board with the duty of
realizing upon the subscription, was aided at every tu rn by J esse W.
Fell. The building was completed in 1861, though with serious shrinkage in some of the subscriptions. The legislature came to the rescue
with two appropriations aggregating $100,000 to lift the mortgage and
complete the furnishing and equipment of t he institution.
In 1858 the name of the settlement at the junction was changed
from North Bloomington to Normal. In 1867 when the population had
grown to several hundred Mr. Fell secured from the legislature a
special charter under which the town is now governed. It provides that
no intoxicating liquors shall ever be sold within its borders. In fact
Mr. Fell had previously provided in many title deeds for lots that no
liquor should ever be sold upon the premises. It is notable t hat the
petition to the legislature for t h e prohibition clause was signed by
every man, woman, and child in No r mal over six year s of age.
By this provision of the charter many desirable citizens have been
attracted to Normal. Par ents have felt that the absence of the saloons,
of the pool r ooms that accompany them, of the undesirable citizens
that so frequently haunt them, make Normal a much safer place
of residence for t heir sons and daughters while off at school.
In his boyhood Mr. Fell had as a teach er Joshua Hooper, a famous
schoolmaster of Chester county, Pennsylvania, one of the best botanists of h is day. Jesse Fell was more than a .pupil. He became a companion of his master, and under him developed a life-long interest
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in trees and flowers. It was in the early forties that Mr. Fell began
to manifest his passion for tree p lanting. A year spent on the open
prairie northeast of Bloomington probably hastened the conviction
that nothing was more necessary to the taming of the prairie than to
plant it with trees. At first the black locust, with its rapid growth an<l
durable wood, finely adapted for fencing, attracted his attention.
vVhen the borers attacked the young locust groves, he tried other
trees in our prairie soils, hard and soft maples, ash and American and
British elm, linden, catalpa speciosa, tulip tree, European larch,
and many evergreens were planted in great numbers by him. It is
said that 13,000 trees had been planted by him along the streets of
Normal and in the g rounds about his residence when there were
still hardly a dozen houses in the present town. He brought to
B loomington Mann, Overman, Phoenix, and other men who made
Bloomington one of the largest nursery centers in the country. ·
Furt hers the Work

In 1867 Mr. Fell was appointed the local member of the Board of

Education, the position now. held by Mr. Capen. He at once secured
an appropriation of $3500 from the legislature for the proper p lanting
of the campus, a project that had always been near his heart. ·William Saunders, the foremost landscape gardener of the day, had been
brought on from Philadelphia eight years before to 111.ake a suitable
plan. The planting was done under Mr. Fell's personal management,
many fine trees being transplanted from his own private grounds
known as Fell Park. The original plantings in the campus included
almost every species that would flourish in this soil and climate.
After the losses incident to storm and sleet, the ravages of borers
and to the removal of trees to make way for new buildings, we still
)lad in 1901, 940 trees of forty-one species. The great storm of June 10,
1902, destroyed many of these, but later plantings have more than
replaced the losses in numbers and variety.
The six years wh ich Mr. Fell sat upon the Board of Education
were years of rapid development of the Normal University. It was
then everywhere recognized as the leading normal school of the
United States in the extent of its revenue, the value of its building
and grounds, the number of students and the ability and reputation of
its faculty.
The H ome and School
In 1865 Jesse Fell headed a movement to establish a home for the
orphans of the soldiers of the Civil war. Normal, under his leadership, raised a large subscription and secured the location. This institution has for fifty years served its purpose in an admirable way.
With the passing of the veterans of the Civil War, the institution has
been converted into a State Home for dependent children. It must
be a source of gratification to the friends of Jesse W. Fell that the
two institutions in Normal to which he gave so much are now brought
into organic union.
Beginning with September the school at this Horne will become a
part pf the training school of the State N orrnal University.

THE ALUMNi QUARf ERL'I
The Man HimseU

In summing up the services of Jesse W. Fell to the Normal Univer-

sity we do not for get that the best part of it has not yet been told.
In viewing this memorial that his friends have erected we are not
unmindful that its highest valoes are not those of the mason or of
the brass founder, nor are they to be found in the taste anJ skill of
the arch itect who plans the work, or of the artists who have designe<I
the b r onzes. They are to be found in the character of the man whose
name this memorial bears and whose services it commemorates.
The character of a people is measured by the type of man it honors.
Every country has its heroes who embody the national ideals, every
town its distinguished citizens who, through personal excellence aud
public service, win universal esteem and are held in memo ry long
after they are passed away. Normal is singulariy fortunate in the man
who, by common accord, is ranked as its founder and most disting uished citizen. As a friend he was loyal, true, self-sacrificing, and
obliging. But his love did not stop with the companion into whose
eyes he might look or whose hand he might grasp. Tl,e breadth oi
his sympathy and affection embraced men of all faiths, of all races,
and of generations yet unborn. As a man of Quaker birth and breeding he loved and practiced the arts of peace. As a lawyer he was a
potent force in the political life of the state. As a promoter of railroad building he took an active part in the industrial deve lopment of
the state. When the steady encroachment of the s lave power made it
clear to every lover of human liberty that the friends of freedom
must stand tog ether, he was a leader in the formation of the Republican party. He saw the greatness of Lincoln and was most zealous in
securin g his nomination for the presidency. He was a lover of trees
an<l planted them by the thousand. He valued education and w ith
characteristic energy persuaded the people of McLean county by
gener ous subscriptions of land and money to establish the State Normal Un iversity within its borders. He saw the degradation wrought
by alcohol and secured for his new town a char ter that forever forbids
the sale of intoxicants within its borders.
But Jesse pell was not mer ely g ,·eat in the excellence of his character, in his honesty, his unselfish ness, his kind heartedness, his patriotism as abstract qualities; he was pre-eminently a man o f action. \ Ve
honor him for what he did, both for the kind of enterprises he undertook and the spirit in which he wrought. Mr. Fell had faith in the
futu r e. He saw the great city of Bloomington in the straggling, unkempt country village of eighty years ago; he saw in Normal the seat
oi a great educational institution; he saw in Illinois a real empire
state, great in its natura l resources, greater still in intellectual and
moral worth, and he shaped his life in accordance with these visions.
Some men called h im visionary. Like a ll other seers he merely lived
in advance of his generation. His only mistakes seemed to have
been in underestimating the amount of time needed for the realization of his hopes.
The greatest indebtedness of the Normal University to Jesse Fell
is the example of his life, his character and his worth. I t is difficult
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to summarize in a few words the character of Jesse W. Fell. I have
read the estimates placed upon him by mo re t han a score of his contemporaries, the men who kn ew him well and were abundantly able
to set forth their estimate of his character. They all t estify to his
supe rlative worth as a man .tnd as a citizen. Yet it seems that no two
have viewed his life from the same angle nor have caught the same
radiant light from the soul with in . His most conspicuous quality
seems to have been his energy. While oth e r men th oug ht and planned
a nd talked, Jesse Fell broug ht to pass. He possessed a genius for
accomplishment, tireless energy, undaunted courage, and a persistence that was rarely unsuccessful. He was a born leader, skillful in
plan, to o r ganize, to enlist a id and sympathy, to convince and to persuad e, to subdue oppositi on, to kindle in others the flame of his own
enth us iasm. H e was a born advocate, s killful yet fair to his opponents, more anxious to persuade the1n than to over whelm them.
Others who knew him per son ally will speak at length of his personal characteristics. For me it is en ough to say in closing, that this
memorial has been erected in orde r that we may show to our children
and to our children's childr en the type of man that we delight to
honor, the citizen of whom we are justly proud.

PERSONAL REMINISCENCES
JOH. W. COOK
Memorial structures are the efforts o f a g ra teful people to celebrate
in imperishable material the virtues of those who have wrought well
for their kind. They are an endeavor to keep active and benefice nt
in the lives of men, those wholesome and r egener ating principles that
were the springs of action of the characters in whose honor and who se
memory they are erected.
\ Ve are here today to give meaning to this g raceful entrance t0
these beautiful g rounds. If the words we shall say could, by some
art of magician, be an open book for the passer by, its significance
would be for the aspiring and sen sitive mind an evangel, for we are
to te ll the stor y of a man whose supreme ambition was to promote
justice throug h out the land. He sough t the freedom of the slave
from the cruel ty ran ny that gave the lie to our fundamental political
principle. He championed the cause of freedom a nd toleration in religious belief. He defended the sacred privilege of freedom o f speech
when th e cause t ha t he regar ded as th e nob lest in annals of mankind
was attacked. He fought the battle for the care of the orphan of the
man w h o had g iven his life for his country. He built about the community of his love the high wall of protection against t he tempting
devil of drink. He fostered w ith li beral ha nd the institutions that
make for the rule of reason in the world. He fought with relen tless
ener gy corruption in high places and in all places. He sough t no
public recognition and aspired to no place of h onor . He was content
to fight for th e good cause in his own way with no ulterior end to
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subserve. Such a character is rare enough lo merit especial recognition and to have dedicated to his memory a perpetual reminder of
his virtues.
Life F u ll of Incident
In anticipation of this event my mind, of late, has been dwelling
with fond recurrence upon its memories of Mr. Fell. Indeed, brief
have been the periods that I have not recalled some familiar incident
of his noble life, in all of the intervening years since I last looked
upon his face . . Again I have been reading the rich material that I
eagerly g leaned from all available sources and carefully treasured
nearly thirty years ago. Through it all, like the call of a melodious
bugle, in the still air of the quiet morning rings the one insistent, inspmng, engaging note. Men seemed striving with each other in an
a ll-accordant chorus, to swell the voice of appreciation of the inestimable worth of this modest, self-forgetful man, whose eyes always
were seeking the welfare of his fellow men. I have slight need to
go afield for what I have lo say today. The brief minutes will permit
only a scanty clipping from what would require far more time than is
at my disposal in even a hasty telling.
Under H is Own T rees
And fi rst of all I wish to say that I know of no place more fitting
for his memorial than here. Beside this ever flowing and inspiring
spring of life, where youth is breaking the seals of futurity and forecasting high destiny and striving for its ample realization, let an indestruct ible reminder of his career defy the ruth less hand of time. As
the years shall come and go and the long processions of the young
shall pass through this noble gateway, let them receive a new and
perpetual baptism of that generous spirit which is aptly characterized by h is immortal friend-"\,Vith malice toward none; w ith charity
for a ll." And let there be a fitting volume writ in simple phrase that
shall tell of him and of his gracious life, and on each recurring birthday of the institution that he did so much to found and foster, let his
name be spoken so those who go out to help to make the new and
better commonwealth shall keep his spirit in the transforming energy
of their lives.
His Firs t A cquaintance
Although I became a student at the Normal School in 1862 I ha<l no
personal acquaintance with Mr. Fell until some two years later. His
name was a household word among the students but it would have
been an honor beyond our most ardent expectations to be recognized by a man so widely known and so universally esteemed. The
time came, however, when I. had the coveted privilege of winning his
attention although I have forgotten the occasion. After that the
going was delightful and as the years slipped by the intimacy
increased.
A Pen P ortrait
You would like to know about his personal appearance. He was of
medium height, spare of figure, and with a face full of intelligence and
light. You have become familiar with it as it is portrayed by his
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picture that hangs in the reception room of the main building. He
was the most industrious of men and Judge Davis declared him to be
the most energetic man that he had ever known. W ith this estimate
I am in entire agreement. Even in his walk there was a slight inclination forward as if he could not keep his body apace with the
p lans which his busy brain was ever orgap izing. He it was who
carried out the original p lans for the decoration of the campus. It
was a treeless plain before he began his work upon it. There could
not have been found in all its area a riding whip for a horseman. He
prepared for it by circling the root of the superb evergreens with
wh ich h is home place was cro wded and when the clump of solidly
attached ea rth was ready for r emoval he personally superintended the
transfer of these great trees to the already prepared field. He had
zealo usly cultivated it the preceding year so that everything was in
readiness. At this task he worked with more physical energy than
any o f his helpers. I never heard of one of the transplanted trees
that disappointed him. In consequence, the campus was transformed
in a single year from a bare prairie to a place of beauty.
Mind and Body
Indeed, so intense was h is physical activity that he found it difficult
in his m o re advanced life to induce his body to take the requisite
amount of sustenance to keep the fires burning hot enough for his demands, and I recall a conversation in which he related his an noyance
that the machinery, upon which be had been accustomed to rely with
such complete confidence, would not steam in harmony with h is expectations. And this physical energy was but the concomitant of his
mental energy. He was afi r e with enthusiasm. He subordinated a ll
of his fine endowment to the leadership of his splendid will. And all
who came within the ra1tge of his influence caught the contagious
inspiration. Was he a visionary? It never seemed so to me, for his
la rge plans, with few exceptions, rounded to noble consummation. I
am quite convinced that the one disappointment of his life was the
failure of the plan to secure at Nor mal the loc~tion of the University
of Illino is. It has a \ways been my understanding that the offer of
this county far surpassed that of any other. What it was that de •
feated his undertaking I have never learned. I well remember that
historic contest and the alternating hopes and fears that filled the
minds o f our people.
An O ld School Gentleman
Mr. Fell is aptly described by the familiar phrase, "A gentleman of
the old school." By this is meant that he was characterized by a
courtliness of manner quite unusual in these less chivalrous days.
He was a careful observer of the canons of etiquette and employed
them in his relations to others with strict impartial.i ty. Politeness
has been defined as, "tiie ceremonial form in which we celebrate the
equality of all men in the subst<1.nce of their humanity." To be a
human being was to win his respect and to receive the homage which
he conceived to be due a human being. I have seen him rise in a
crowded street car and offer his seat t o a poor negro woman, with
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the irresistible grace that was his wont. That she was a woinan was
enough to win his recognition as entitled to the conventional courtesies of polite society. And with him they were far from being
formal ceremonies for there was always shining through them the
knightly spirit of the true cavalier. His kindness of heart was always
evident and he was scrupulously careful lest he should inflict pain
when dealing with the humblest.

His Gift in Writing
As a writer he was unusually engaging. He had t he art of speech
when his pen was in his hand. When I knew him he sh rank from
public addresses, but earlier in his life he was a rapid, terse and fo1·ceful speaker. His letters best illustrated his gracefulness of expression. Our relations were not of a character to invite correspondence,
yet I carefully preserved the two that I received from him. They
exhibited a grace of expression that lifted them out of the ordinary,
a nd although one of them was only a request for an interview upon a
matter of rn,utual interest, it w<1s so charmingly rendered as · to invite
many readings before it was put among my epistolary treasures.
O ne cannot but linger fondly over these memories, and before
turning to other aspects of his rich and varied life I must be permitted
to quote briefly from his loving friend of many years, former P resident Richard Edwards. In the address which Dr. Edwards delivered
at the funeral in Normal Hall he said: "Let me begin by saying that
Mr. Fell was an honest man. He had so many 6ther high qual ities
th at we are in danger of not observing this * * *· 'He who has been
t hrough the intensest activities of life, th rough those scenes where
selfishness, duplicity, corruption are most apt to have full sway, and
who has come ou t of it all with a maiden sensitiveness to anything
like un fairness or dishonesty, deserves our esteem * * *. He kept his
hands clean and his heart pure. He committed no false or foul act.
He enter tained no debasing or unworthy t ho ught. So sensit ive was
Mr. Fell to this principle of rigid honesty that I have known him to
insist upon making good pecuniary losses sustained by his friends
through the dishonesty of other men, because he had been the means
of mak ing the parties acquainted with each other."
His Forceful Character
To this testimony of Dr. Edwards I may add that any indirection
on th e part of men in public life made hot his indignation. H~ would
have none of them henceforth. There are men still living in B loomington who are members of a polit ical convention held there on a
day almost fifty year s ago, in which instructions were sought for the
county delegation to assist in the renomination of a public official. I
may add that I was the candidate's cordial supporter as I was during
his long subsequent official career. Mr. Fell, however, believed that
he had broken faith with some of his friends and opposed him with
such vigor that he succeeded in securing the adjournment of the convention after a scene that defies description. His opposition defeated
the desired renomination and resulted in the temporary retirement of
the candidate from public life. Prominent in that historic struggle
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were a few whose names are household words in this community.
Their number was small but under the rallying enthusiasm of Mr.
Fell their effectiveness was irresistible.
W ords of His Friends
In further view of this aspect of Mr. Fell's character H onorable
James S. Ewing, at the memorial meeting of the Bloomington Bar
Association, in an exquisite tribute to his memory, said: "It is a good
thing to have known one man whose life was without spot or blemish; against whose honor no man ever spoke; who had no skeleton in
his closet; whose life was as open as the day and whose death comes
to a whole community as a personal sorrow."
S imilarly Honorable Joseph W. Fifer: " J esse Fell was one of these
moral heroes; he was the product of our free institutions, and I am
proud he was an American citizen. His pure, exalted and unselfish
life will help teach the world the great lesson that the indispensable
basis of all true greatness is integrity of character, and that the only
way to be happy in this liie is to make others happy."
Brave words these. They ring the recurring sentiment o f every
utterance of that memorial occasion.
His Ancestry
And now that 1 have tried in these brief minutes to tell you something of his persona lity, you will anticipate his political ali°gnment.
As another will te ll you he came from a family that liad been identified
with the Society of Friends from its origin about the middle of the
seventeenth century. That he would ally himself with the anti-slavery
party was thus a foregone conclusion. Like men of his kind, he was
an ardent admirer of Henry Clay, with whom he became personally
acquainted and whose name he perpetuated in his own family by
conferring it upon his only son. Few of the present generation can
imagine the ardor with which the followers of the great Commoner
attached themselves to his cause. His failure to achieve the p lace for
which he repeatedly strove was a heart breaking expe rien ce to vast
numbers of his adherents. My father once cautioned me, with quiv ering lip, against ever attaching myself to any political leader whose
defeat I could not contemplate with comparative e<1uanimity. VVe had
been talk ing of his political idol, Henry Clay.
His Stand in Politics
Although bitterly opposed to slavery, Mr. Fell had not indentified
himself actively wi t h the Abolition party. Unconsciously he was
waiting for the evolution of a political party that should incorporate
the slavery question in some of its mu ltifarious aspects in its platform. Time was to give him his ample opportunity. 1 he Kansas• ebraska Bill so solidified the anti-slavery sentiment as to make the
creation of the Republican party a logical necessity. As soon as it
appeared he was one of its active adherents.
And now I am going tu make a claim for Mr. Fell that I have not
thus far come upon. J cannot resist the conviction that there originated with him an idea that made him an historic character and thu!'
identified him personally and potentially with tremendous events
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that were world wide in their consequences. I do not claim for him
the far vision that might have foreseen what followed from the forces
that were set in motion. Short-sighted creatures of a day, we may,
nevertheless, release energies that by the natural accumulation of inertia may precipitate catastrophies that rock a world, bury old wrong<;
in the ruins of the castles they have built for their own preservation,
and thus make possible a new day of freedom for mankind.
Here are some statements whose correctness is amply verified by
Hon. Owen T. Reeves, Hon. A. E. Stevenson, and Hon. James S.
Ewing.
On the twelfth day o f September, 1854, Senator Stephen A. Douglas came to Bloomington to make a public address. He 'stopped at
the o ld National Hotel, at the corner of Front and Main streets.
Lawrence Weldon, then engaged at the practice of the law, at Clinton,
came up to hear the speech and went with Mr. Ewing and Dr. Stevenson to call upon the senator. Shortly after, Mr. Lincoln, who had
probably come up from Springfield for the same purpose, came in to
)'ay his respects l o the honored guest. After a brief conversation
Mr. Lincoln withdrew. Shortly after, Mr. Fell entered the room and
was cordially greeted by Judge Douglas, for they were old acquaintances. The tide of conversation ran along in the usual way for a
time, but Mr. Fell had an especial purpose to subserve. J·fo therefore
said to th e Judge that ther e was much feeling over the question of
the Kansas-Nebraska Bill, and that many of Mr. Lincoln's friends
would be greatly pleased to hear a joint discussion between himself
~nd Mr. Lincoln on these new and vital questions that were so vitally
interesting the people.
Judge Uouglas seemed much annoyed and after hesitating a mo•
n-ent said: ''No! I won't do it. I come to Chicago. I am met by
an old-line Abolitionist; I come to the center of the state and am met
by an Administration Democrat. I can't hold the Abolitionists responsible for what the Whigs say; I can't h old the Whigs responsible
for what the Abolitionists say, and I can't h o ld either responsible for
what the Democrats say. It looks like 'dogging' a man over the state.
This is my meeting. The people came here to hear me and I want to
talk to th em." Mr. Fell said: "Well, Judge, perhaps you may be right;
perhaps some other lime it may be arranged." And so it was that Mr.
Fell did not carry his point for that meeting.
The J oint Discussion
But Mr. Fell did not give up the idea of the 10111t discussion. It
was h is pertinacious fo llowing of the scheme that gave to t he country
that memorable series of illuminating addresses, unsurpassed in a ll
the annals of debate in which the supreme question, the question of
fate, in the forum of a nation, was held up to the reason and the consciences of men.
Vv'ho doubts for a moment the effect of th ose debates upon the
destiny of Ab rah am Lincoln? It would be the most vivlent of assumptions to assert that he would have been nominated for the presidency of the R epublican party in 1860 without the prominence they
gave him. He took his logical place thereafter at the front· of the
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champions of the anti-slavery movement, for he had proved himself
more than equal to the most redoubtab le protagenist of the pro•
slavery movement. I cannot resist the conclusion that this remarkable train of sequences logically followed Mr. Fell's resolute purpose
as foreshadowed in the brief incident that I have related.
His Part in Debate
But again. After the first debate at Ottawa, Lincoln came to
Bloomington for a conference with friends from all parts of the
state. Judge Reeves is responsible for the statement that Mr. Fell
was present at that conference, as we should fully expect. At the
Ottawa meeting Judge Douglas had propounded to Mr. Lincoln a
number of questions to be answered at Freeport. Mr. L incoln told
his friends what answers he should give to those questions, and he a lso
told them he proposed to propound certain questions to Judge Doug•
las at that meeting. Among them was this one: "Can the people of a
territory, in any legal way, against the consent of any citizen of the
United States, exclude slavery from a territory prior to its admission
as a state?"
The members of the conference saw clearly that if Judge Douglas
should answer this question in the affirmative he would certainly be
elected to the Senate, for there were many Republicans favorably
disposed to h im because of his opposition to the attitude of the arlministration. It was believed that he would so answer. Lincoln saw that,
although such an answer would close his hope for the coveted senatorship, the South wou ld never nominate so uncertain a candidate
in 1860. In consequence, the conference therefore protested against
the submission of such an interrogative and voted against it with a
single exception. 'I'hat exception, I need not say, was Mr. Fell. Did
his stand in the premises account in any way for Lincoln's reply to
the conference-"Judge .Douglas may intleetl defeat me for the Senate
but he will at the same time defeat himself for the presidency in 1860,
and that is a far greater issue."
Shaped the Result
Prophetic words! They were verified to the letter. Did Jesse
Fell's support of Lincoln's p lan fall into the causal series again?
Who can answer? The logic, if so, is firmly knit-Mr. Fell's suggestion of the joint debate; the .consequent nation-wide fame of Lincoln; the consequent nomination; the fatal question; the two Demoocratic candidates in 1860; the triumphant election of Lincoln; the
abolition of slavery; the indissoluble reunion of the states; one flag!
One common destiny!
Did this modest man ever allow himself to trace the conclusions
of the successive syllogisms to the final conclusion? Dr. Edwards
besought him to write a frank a n d free autobiography and he really
began it, but his modesty soon got the better of his r esolution and
he gave it up, declaring that he could not bring himseJf to the task.
Jf he had only been willing to write a book of "Recollections" what
revelations we might have had I
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Champion of Liberty

I said, a few minutes ago, that he championed the cause of freedom and toleration in religious matters. This he did especially in the
part he took in the organization of what was long known as the Free
Congregational Church of Bloomington.
Which of two of the major differences that formerly drove sharp
lines of social cleavage among men aro 1.1ses the -bitterer contr over sies,
1eligion or politics? We ol the present know little of the implacable1:ess of the hostility which formerly existed between men who were
in separate political camps and who affirmed belief in separate religi0us creeds. At the same polling p lace we interrupt a friendly conversation to deposit our several ballots and resume the cordial in terchange of thoughts as we again go together on our common way.
The spirit of conflict over religious differences has quite folded its
wings and shed its sharp talons and taken on the semblance of the
dove rather than that of the hawk. There was a time, however, and
it was not long ago, when the bitterness engendered by th e rise of
differin g sects was the death of friendships, the divider of families
and the destroyer of community peace. /\nd this conflict over creeds
often appeared to be a minor difference of doctrine or an inconsequential variation in ceremonia l observance, but the hostility was
none the less intense.
In Church Organization
J magi tie, then, the introduction into the institutional life of Bloom-

ini;ton of an oqranization that seemed to b<' indifferent to a body of
doctrine that was regarded by the great majority of men and women
in the west as indispensable to give validity to any rightful claim to
th e name religion. Such a phenomenon appeared in July, 1839. l
have not t ime now to trace its history. Of course, the Fells, Jesse
and Kersey, were the re. Let it suffice to say that an organization was
effected and that Charles G. Ames, predestined to a notable career,
was called, to conduct the Sabbath services of The F r ee Congregational Society. On anoth('r occasion I tried to tell, with some degree
of fullness, the histc,ry oi the first half century of the life of this
pioneer society. Its rank represented many shades of opinion, both
theological and political. Of course, its personnel had at least one
common point of agreement; all were committed to the idea of entire
freedom of religious belief and of speech.
Of course Mr. Ames wou ld speak his mind on the slavery question.
He did so and some of his parish were so offended that they withdrew. But Mr. Ames was incapable of bitterness. While he preferred that they should itay, he could not deprive himsell of freedom
of speech to retain them, for freedom was the principle upon wh ich
the society was founded.
Before his nomination Mr. Lincoln dined with Mr. Ames. The
"Irrepressible Conflict" was thoroughly discussed, Mr, Ames taking
very advanced grounds. Upon leaving, Mr. L incoln said, "I am as
strong an anti-slavery man as you are, but I recognize ;ome practical
difficulties in deal ing with it that you do not seem to see." •
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Some Intimate Details
Afte r the execution of John Brown Mr. Ames preached his funeral
sermon. Having been a member of his choir in o ld Phoenix Hall I
had enjoyed some acquaintance with him and therefore felt free to
write him, some seven years ago, with regard to this famous address.
I quote briefly from his reply :
"On the bst Sunday of November, 1859, I gave notice that on the
following Sunday, if th e telegraph brought the news of the execution
of John Brown, I should preach his funeral sermon. The Society was
in no mood to lay restrictions on freedom of speech, but there were
those who said 'we've just launched our little bark in troubled waters
and now Mr. Ames w ill blow us sky-high.' Phoenix Hall was none
too large for those who came and there was great seriousness and
perfect attention through the full hour's discourse. The next morning came the request for a copy for publication which was gra11ted.
• • • oh, those were great days. I wonder if you live them over
with such palpitations as come to me." I regard this quotation as
ge rmane to my theme as Mr. Fell was one o f those who were called
upon to stand behind Mr. Ames in those troublous times.
l am deeply conscious of the need of brevity but I must be permitted to relate a single additional incident in this connection. One of
the successors of Mr. Ames was Mr. E llis whose pastoral re lations
were very abruptly discontinued. He was a strong abolitioni5t and
was so extreme as to have been one of those who ,·olunteercd to attempt to rescue John Brown from his Virginia captors. On April 23,
1865, w h en th e coun try was speechless with grief over th e tragic
cPding of the life of the great president, M)r. Ellis preached a sermon
111 Phoenix Hall 111 which he took occasion to criticise Mr. Lincoln
i11 severe terms.
A Startling Incident
J t is easy to imagine th<' effect upo n the Bloomington ;rndience o{
such an address and especially at such a time. ln the Hall were
many of Lincoln's personal friends, men who were hound to him not
alone by political ties, but also by the bonds of warm affec-tion. Here
anci there were soldiers recently from the front, whose veneration
f:-ir the murdered ch ief magistrate was g reater than for any other
character in American annals. Herc was Mr. Jesse Fell, the man to
whom in 1860 Mr. Lincoln had addressed his autobiography, and one
can possibly imagine how his heart must have been wrung by so
ruthless and so utterly foolish a violation of the cano ns o f the most
ordinary common sense. The speaker was hissed and hooted :ind
escaped by the back stairs to a drug store near by, from which he
was rescued by Mrs. \Villiam Lewis, a present resident of Bloomington, and taken to her home. On the succeeding Monday the address
was published in full and may be fnund, as may Mr. Ames' funeral
sermon, in the files of the Pantagraph. An opportunity was thus
offered to read exactly what Mr. Ellis had said.
But nothing could induce Mr. Fell to do violence to his principle of
free speech and a free pulpit. At the next meeting of the Society he
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•Jffered a series of resolutions denouncing the interference with the
speaker's explicit right to be heard, however unpalatable h is utterances might be. This single illustration of his fidelity, under the
most trying circumstances, to a principle which he regarded as a
fundamental necessity in a free country lifted him in my esteem to
the serene heights of supreme manhood.
His Philanthropy and Z eal
No time remains to g ive other illustrations of those qualities which
mark him off so distinctly and so superbly. Yonder on the hill is
the home of those wards of the state who, orphaned by thei~ fathers'
devotion to the country were deprived of that parental care which
is the due of every child of our common humanity. It is there because of his philanthropy and patriotic zeal. Here r ise the noble
buildings of an institution to which thousands of grateful hearts turn
with the most tender emotions. He wroug ht the deed, far more than
any one else, that brought it here. We walk between these double
rows of trees that he planted. One day he told me why he was impelled to adopt this particular plan. It was because he had happened
to be in o ld Germantown, Pennsylvania, in the heat of a summer day.
As he walked beneath the over-arching branches that met above his
head, he det ermined t o go to his new home and imitate the thought•
fulness of an unknown benefactor.
That I knew him, and had at least some modest share in his regard,
has been one of the great gratifications of my life. Among my treasures is a memento which he order ed sent to me as he lay upon his
couch of pain from which he realized he should never rise. Thank
God for all of His heroes. They lift the world to the arching sky
and leave an open door between the earth and the heavens. He was
one of that great company and lived his life of simple devotion here in
our own little community. Great souls need no hilltops for their
homes in 9rdcr that they may be singled out as the benefactors of
mankind.
H is memory is a precious treasure and as the new generations come
2nd go this memorial structure will retell the inestimab le worth of
this simple, unostentatious man.

VALUE OF MEMORIALS
EDMU DJ. JAMES
It was a little over fifty-three years ago that I first saw Jesse W.
Fell. It was on the occasion of a visit of my parents to the Illinois
State Normal University who, in looking for a place to buy a farm and
"settle down permanently," as they expressed it, were especially concerned about the schools of the neighborhood. They had examined
one or two farms north of N ormal and so wished to see whether the
educational facilities offered by this school met their desires as to the
opportunities for their children. J was tagging as a lad 8 years old
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after my mother as she went into the primary room, then conducted
by M iss Hammond, who afterwards became the wife of W. L. P illsbury. As we came out on the porch on the south side of the Normal
University building, Dr. Edwards, who was kindly showing us about,
stretched his arm out in a sweeping way towards the south campus
and said: "The trees you see here have all been planted by the Honorable Jesse W . Fell. And there he is now, p lanting still others,"
he said, as he pointed toward a man superintending the planting of
certain shrubs or sm.all trees. "He is sometimes called," Dr. Edwards remarked to my mother, "Jesse the tree planter."
My parents purchased a farm immediately north of Normal, where
for ten years I lived and from which for six years I trudged back and
forth to school while I was preparing for college in the g rammar and
high school departments of the Normal University. Mr. Fell was a
favorite of mine, as he was of a ll the children, so far as I know.
He was kind to us and let us p lay w ithout disturbance wh erever he
was working, provided we did not interfere too much w ith the progress of the work, and sometimes, I th ink, even when we did. I
remember my mother's saying once that Mr. Fell was a real public
benefactor, and I wondered what that was and asked her what she
meant. "A public benefactor" she said, "is a m.an who is doing things
for the benefit of other people all the while and especially for the
benefit of the community in which he is living."
I think there could be better descriptions of Mr. Fell and his work
than this. I need not make any extended reference to the life and
services of M r. Fell. They will be fully discussed and presented by
persons better able to t reat that subject than I. I only desire to add
my testimony to that of all the others to the fact that Mr. Fell was
a man of power and influence in many different dir ections in the community in which he lived, and that in every direction this power and
influence when exerted were exerted for the public good, for the advancement of the common interest; and in this respect he was a
model citizen, a man after whom his fellow citizens could well pattern their own conduct, and to whom the teachers and preachers a nd
mothers of the community could point with pride as one whose life
and activity were worthy of emulation by t h e ch ildren of the
community.
I should like to emphasize on this occasion the service w h ich this
community is rendering to itself by this formal recognition of t he
great work which Mr. Fell did for it and for the successive gener ations which will make up this community in all the years to come.
We have been very much concerned just at the present time with
the question whether, as a matter of fact, we are at all, in any proper
sense of that term, a nation.
We had a most astonishing illustration more than fifty years ago of
how loose were the bonds which held us together as a prople when
the country suddenly divided into two great sections. These sections flew at each other's throats with all the ferocity and bitterness
and energy which have been displayed in the great war now going on
beyond the seas. And many things have since happened and some
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things have happened lately that have rather called our attention to
the fact that we do not, all of us at any rate, who live within the
confines of the American Republic, think as Am,ericans, think in the
terms of the nation; but that we arc still in some respects only an
aggregate and not a thoroughly organized life unit. vVe are a collection of states and territories, of people fro111 different races and different faiths and different histories-not yet 111elted and unified into a
single people of unifor111 texture.
There is little hope of this ever being accomplished until the nation
has become a true organic instead of an aggregate unit.
The comparison has often been made between the "body politic" and
the "body physical'' and there are some lessons which may be learned
by us from the comparison. The body physical, according to modern
theories of biology, is made up in essence of cells which are the last
and final units out of which all portions of the body, and, finally the ~ntire body, are composed. In these cells is the center of life and activity, the center of bodily health and bodily weakness and d isease and
death. If the cells function as they ought to do, all of them, each in its
own way, we may be sure that the body as a whole will be vigorous and
strong and effective. If the cells, however, become weak and anaemic
and ineffectual, we may expect to see the body dry up and disappear.
So I should think of the nation as constituted of cells, not the
individual human beings, but the ultimate or, if you please, the primal
unit of organization, namely, the comm.unity. If the community is
of the right composition, if it is organized in a healthy and vigorous
way and performs its duties in a healthy and vigorous way, and all
the communities do this, then we may expect to see a perfect national
life as the flower and fruitage, so to speak, of this perfect community
life, a nd unless this community life is of the right type, it is vain
indeed that we build upon the tower, so to speak, upon the roof of
this great structure when the foundation elements are decayed. If
the civic life of the community is conducted o n a low level, we have
in so far as it is a part of the nation, a weak element which itself may
become the source of disease and, like a cancer, by spreading its
influence in the surrounding tissue, may ultimately undermine and
develop a running sore which may seriously hamper, if not ultimately
destroy, the organism of which it is a part.
Those communities in the United States in which education is neglected, in which the health of the community receives no attention, in
which moral and religious influences arc not cultivated, in which a
fow type of civilization prevails, are communities which may become
centers of disease, stretching far and wide through the body politic.
This is something we do not always realize.• Jn a large way, we have
a classic example in our own history. When the people of certain
communities thought it was a good th ing to import the black man
from. Africa and make him a slave, the foundation was laid for infinite
troub le, not so much for the slave, for in many cases his condition
was really improyed over that in the native wildness from which he
·,vas taken, but the masters and the life of the master's wife and chi!-
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dren and the life of the community which was made up of the masters
of these black sla vcs.
In the course of time as the country became industrially part slave
and part free, it became perfectly plain to far-seeing men, even of the
time of the Revolution, nearly a hundred years befor e the struggle
finally came, that no community could endure, no body politic could
continue to live, in which one part of the body was made up of cells
depending for their industrial development upon the institution of
human s lavery and another part of the body was made up of cells
whose industrial life was based upon a system of free and independent
labor. It took a long time for this cancerous growth of slavery to
make such headway as to f.t1ally threaten the destruction of the entire nation. But it came, just as inevitably as the sun rose and set,
and it finally had to be cut out in all its ramifications-we have not
completed the work yet by any means-by a process which for a
rime threatened to destroy the entire organism.
So today any community which permits its children to grow up in
ignorance, which ddes not cultivate and organize and develop the
various elements which enter into a complete and well-rounded
education, is a cell full of danger to itself and to the larger communities and the body politic as a whole.
We have communities in the United States today-and they are not
all in o ne part of the country, either-communities which are so debased as to form real centers of danger to the heal th of the commonwealth and the nation.
Now the process of civilization is not by any means an easy one,
and every higher civilization is brought forth in pain and tears, and
the human race tends steadily to fall behind unless efforts are cont inually put forth which invo lve blood and sweat. History has
shown that in nearly every country and in nearly every time this
work o f standing, in season and out of season, for the forces which
make for the uplift of the community, this standing for the right
against the wrong, for the light against the darkness, for freedom
against slavery, for justice over against injustice, for equal opportunity for all over against monopoly and slavery, has been the privilege and the burden of comparatively few members of the community, those men whom we call leaders, th ose men to whose call to advance we respond, those men whose leadership we recognize and
follow.
Jesse W. Fell was one of t hese men, and this community, thanks to
his leadership and that of men like him, thanks to the original constitution of the community, made up of many different elements from
many different parts of the country, has moved forward ~tea<lily to the
ever completer life as one of those fundamental cells of national
existence.
Next to working out in a direct and immediate way through competent organs of action the welfare of the community, the element
which has added most to civilization is the public spirit of private
individuals, men of far-seeihg vision like the man whom we honor
today. Next lo leading itself in all these respects, a group of people
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shows its fitness as an element in civilization by its willingness to
follow the leadership of men like Mr. Fell. And in that respect Normal has shown a wise capability.
I am greatly pleased to see that this community re,ognizes the
great significance of an event like this-namely, the erection of a
memorial in honor of the men who have done things worth while in
the community, especially in ho nor of the men who saw the best
things that were possible to the community and stirred up and spurred it on to realize these best things. Jt was not merely the work
Mr. Fell did himself directly in planting these trees, in urging the
improvef1'\'ent of the schools, in bringing one after another of the
public agencies into more efficient action, but it was his work in
stimulating other people to emulate his example. And one of the
evidences that you have done that is not only to be seen in the
external evidences which we see around us in improved schools, in
paved streets, in improved water supply, and in enlarged and improved churches, in adequate drainage, etc., etc., but one sees it also
in this willingness to acknowledge an indebtedness to the men who
are wise enough to lead such enterprises.
I have often said to members of the Illinois Leg islature when presenting to it the claims for the support of the institution which I
have the honor to represent today, that the people of Illinois have
vested for the time being in them the trusteeship for determining the
level upon which the community shall move. The business of a legislator is not simply to do what his constituents want him to do, but
to do the thing which his constituents ought to do and to throw the
full impetus of his power and strength into compelling the state to
undertake the tasks which the interests of society demand it should
undertake. The duty of your local member in the legislature and of
every other member in the Illinois Legislature is not merely to see
how little money he can give to the building up of this great Normal
University, of which we are all so proud, but to discern if possible
what the function of this institution ought to be and then by every
means in his power help to the realization of that functio n. In fact
the member of a board of trustees should be a prophet. He should
have visions and these should be visions of the higher life of the commun ity and the higher level upon which the community may walk,
and the fundamental purpose of his trusteeship is that he shall help
the community up to those higher levels and hold it steadily and true
to its higher levels. This was the work as Mr. Fell conceived it, and
to which he gave unsparing industry and absolute devotion, and because you recognize that end, because you recognize, even though
in large part unconsciously, that somehow or other this is your interest projected in this large way by this seer and prophet, you are
willing to honor him by this beautiful memorial. He cares nothing
about it, of course. His family in a few years will care nothing about
it. It will not be long until everyone will have passed away who ever
saw Mr. Fell or who ever saw anybody who ever saw him, or spoke
to him, and the personal element will disappear as the years go on,
but this monument will ever stand here to remind the boys and girls
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of this community as they p lay about its foundation, and the men
and women who pass by, that here was a man who deserved well of
his community, and they will be led by the existence of this monument to ask what he did and why and how, and the story will ever
again be told to bring new inspiration and new life into each succeeding generation.
I have a friend, a most competent and brilliant and highly educaterl woman, who declared to me when she saw the monument
t"rected to her father, who was one of the greatest Americans, that no
man deserved a monument, no man had ever done so much as to
really deserve in any proper sense that his memory should be kept
a liv~, that none of us, no matter how hard we labored, could perform
any work of supererogation, and that therefore it was an idle, nay
an immoral act, this erection of monuments in honor of men and
women who, n o matter how much they have accomplished, have
fallen far short of their duty to their day and. generation. There is,
of course, something to be said for this point of view, and I am sure
that no man or woman ever performed any service for the community of any great value who did not, in the bottom o f his heart,
feel that it was such an infinitely slight service that he should be
almost ashamed of thinking of it as a service to his fellowmen.
But monuments of this sort are erected not to flatter living men,
but to call the attention of the boys and g irls of each successive
gene ration to the things that are most worth while in the lives of
members of their own community, to the things that men will be
most grateful for, to the t hings upon which the community will lay
the most weight, to the things that men will think about after one
has passed out.
This people will remember Andrew Carnegie, for example, not for
the fact that he accumulated a great fortune of millions of dollars,
not that he was one of the great indu.strial figures in th e day and generation in which he lived, not that he was one of the captains of industry who shaped the course of men's occupations, in many different
directions, but because he devoted this money which he accumulated
in this way to what he conceived to be good purposes, and even
though he should be mistaken in the form of its application, and even
though the gifts he made sh ould produce harm rather than good, yet
the motives of the man will be the things that are remembered, and
if the American people shoul<l decide that his motives were unworthy,
that he gave this money not for the purpose of accomplishing good,
from a sincere wish to do it, but simply for the purpose of magnifying
his own name, they will forget him or they will blame him.
Monuments of this sort help us to teach in a concr ete and direct
way to our children what a re the really worth whi le things in the development of a community and a nation, and so I have always been
in favor of seeing them erected in honor of men who have done
really great and useful things. Jt is an honor to Mr. Fell that the
people of this generation, that you, standing about here, few of whom
knew him personally, few of whom could really have had any conception of the largeness of the man's mind and activities, erect this
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monument to him. It is a much more significant, much more helpful.
and to my mind much more useful service which this memorial will
do by virtue of the fact that it is an honor to the community which
has raised it, for you honor yourselves far more than you honor him
in the events of this <lay.
Let every citizen, no matter how humble, take new heart in view of
these facts. \Ve are sometimes inclined to despair of the Republic
when we see so many difficulties in life, communal, state and national.
We sometimes hang our head in shame at the events which have occurred within the limits of the great Republic without any adequate
reaction in the direction of national or local uplift. But in the life
of every man who has fixed before himself as a goal the ideal of rendering public service, we get a new inspiration, a new outlook. a
new hope.
From the contemplation of this gateway, let the little boy and girl
learn the humble lesson of picking up the papers and other rubbish
which are flying over the ·streets, which they perhaps have themselves
thrown there. Let the citizen living in a humble cottage with a few
square feet about it realize that as he keeps that lot, as he improves
that lot, he is doing a duty by his community and by his fellowmen
that will help raise the standard of life in the community as a whole.
Let every man of influence and power and wealth and resources in the
community recognize that it is a part of his business to work to improve these conditions under which the life of this community must
be carried on, that it is a part of his business to see that the schools
are improved, that the churches are supported, that the public institutions of all kinds are made as efficient for their purpose as they
can possibly be made. Let the member of the city council have borne
in upon him the conviction that a public office is a public trust and
that t he man who violates in any way the interest of the community
for any purpose whatever, whether it is in violation of the law or
not, is a scoundrel, is an unworthy citizen, one who ought not to walk
in the shadow or come into the same ·street where a monument has
been erected to such a man as Jesse W. Fell. With such a spirit, with
such a l ife, we may be sure that this prime cell of our great Republic
can give an example in its local health which all other similar cells of
the nation might follow.

A PHILANTHROPIST OF MIGHTY VISION
J. H. BURNHAM
Jesse. W. Fell was a lover of mankind, a man of mighty vision. He
l~ved his family and was never happier than when in their midst,
planning and working for the ir future welfare. He wisely planned
for the benefit of h is adopted town, for the county of McLean, for
the state of Illinois, for the nation, for the freedom of the slave, and
always labored for the good of all mankind.
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As early as 1834, when for two years he had lived in B loomington
as its first lawyer, he spent nearly a whole session of the Illinois
Legislature at Vandalia, and, almost unaided, prevented the western
tier of townships from being sliced off from McLean county in the
interest of a new county seat. His clear vision told him that only
thus could the new town of Bloomington retain its prestige and the
new county of McLean preserve its grand outline, and the ser vice he
then performed has never yet been sufficiently appreciated.
The new county of McLean was tolerably well established by this
time but Mr. Fell was exceedingly anxious that i ts future should be
provided for, and so became one of the prime movers in the pioneer
effort to start a newspaper. The first issue of "The Bloomington
Observer" started, mainly, by the personal efforts of Mr. Fell, was
dated January 14, 1837. After going through the vicissitudes incident to a newspaper in a new county, we find its successor, "The
Bloomington Intelligencer" in the sole ownership of Mr. Fell on
March 17, 1852. The paper passed the next year to the ownership
of Mr. C. P . Merriman and then became the well known Pantagraph.
This newspaper has been published the most of the time as a daily.
However it was believed by Mr. Fell and his friends to be scarcely
up to the requirements of the town and county. Being resolutely resolved upon making this newspaper of more service to the public,
Mr. Fell, in company with his son-in-law, Mr. Wm. 0. Davis, purchased a controlling interest in 1868, and the two entered most energetically upon their chosen labor of developing the journal in accordance with the needs of this intelligent community. Fortunately, Mr. Davis had the necessary financial means, and experience
soon proved that he also possessed a remarkab le aptitude for newspaper management. Its g r owth has been of the mos t substantial
character, and the descendants of Mr. Davis, now owning the newspaper, are p r oving themselves true to the tradition of their ancestors.
In 1845 when the state of Illinois was in imminent dange r of repudiating its enormous bonded indebtedness, and was about to be
driven into hopeless bankruptcy by incompetent leaders, Mr. Fell
published an open letter to the Senate and House of Representatives,
boldly advocating the impos ition of taxes and he eloquently urged
the policy of re-establishing the state's financial credit upon a sound
and re liable basis. T he plan which he re_c-ommended was followed in
the main, and his influence at that early day is said to have been very
powerful. H is vision told him that this state's magnificent agricult ural domain could only thus be put in the way of its subsequent
wonderful development.
In the various periods o f railr oad building in 1838 to 1881 he was
a lways a vigorous leader. He was either a projector or a railroad
official in every scheme for a north and south or an east and west
railroad in this vicinity. He secured a large portion of the rig ht-ofway for the Chicago and A lton railroad from Bloomington. to J o liet,
was the chief agent in the do nation of th e machine shop site in 1853
and thus s~cured for B loomington the immense advantages which
have followed, and which will no doubt permanently continue.
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While we are considering some of these almost marvelous achievements of this great man, we may reflect that no doubt his active and
vigorous mind contemplated many a project which was never carried
to a successful issue. His vision was so broad and his mind dwelt so
intensely on benefiting his fellow men that we can well c0nceive that
he must often have felt the want of practical co-operation in some
of his most heartfelt projects.
Mr. Fell once told me that at a very early day when wearily riding
on norseback along the line of the p r esent Illinois Central railroad
in company with General Gridley, they discussed the possible improvements likely to be enJoyed by luturc travelers along the iron
rails which they fondly hoped would follow their route. How pleasant must have been his reflections in after life when all, and more
than all, that his prophetic vision had predicted, actually came to
pass in the life time of this earnest and b·rillia-;;-t railroad advocate.
The present generation needs to be told on t his and other appropriate occasions, of Mr. Fell's almost superhuman exertions in behalf of all suggestions and plans for the advancement of the religious, educational, moral, agricultural and community development of
his neighborhood, the county, the state, the nation and the whole
world in which he lived, but this paper can touch only a few of his
characteristic efforts in the directions indicated.
The man who planned our Normal campus, whc, planted with his
own hands many of its grandly spreading trees upon a broad and
almost desolate prairie, which I well remember, and who planted
thousands of others in the streets of Normal-twelve thousand of
them before Normal was anything but North Bloomington-no doubt
had a vision of what their noble grandeur wou ld be in fifty to sixty
years, and perhaps believed that some of them would survive for
centuries and in their final enormous growth in this rich soil would
carry forward to future observers some remembrance of their origin.
But the same man in giving names of trees to no less than thirteen
of the streets of Normal perhaps never realized in his own modest
mind that he was thus preserving for all time a most beautiful and
touching reminder of his affectionate love for the town he had
founded. Normal is truly indebted to . the charming visions which
must have occupied the founder's thoughts during this labor of love
for coming generations.
In the early part of 1867, when the grand effort was being made in
this county to secure the location of the Industrial University, which
is now the Illinois State University at Champaign, Mr. Fell's efforts
were little short of miraculous. I was one of the workers in the cause
and had opportunity to become acquainted with the man and observe his methods of action, and I have never forgotten how ably,
earnestly, enthusiastically, e loquently and persuasively Mr. Fell presented his arguments which resulted in an offer of five hundred and
thirty thousand dollars for the coveted prize. Most of this was in
eight and ten per cent county, town and city bonds voted by McLean
county, the township and city of Bloomington and by Normal township and village.
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Very few of us realized the actual possibilities of the university
idea, but from the success which had then a lready been exhibited at
the M'ichigan State University at Ann A r bor, it is evident that Mr.
Fell had in mind almost a complete vision of what is now to be seen
at Urbana and Champaign. Had t hat institution been located here
and had it been properly fostered, what a boon Normal real estate
would have secured! That it would have been fostered here was
proved by the fact that nothwithstanding Mr. Fell's bitter disappointment, which it took years to heal, he nobly seconded the effort
made in 1870 to induce the State Constitutional Convention, then in
session, to provide in the new instrument for very liberal permanent
assistance to be given to the great institution. Mr. Fell grandly and
magnanimously took the lead in this effort through a memorial from
the Illinois State Teachers' Association to the convention, and he
thus nobly proved that his early efforts in behalf of that institution
as well as in aid of Normal, were based as much on his desire for
general educational advancement as for his own pecuniary profit.
vVe ought to give a brief notice of Mr. Fell's efforts to have this
s tate adopt the Maine Liquor Law at the June election in 1855, and
we must not forget the remarkable steps he took in 1867 to perpetually
prevent the sale of liquor in this town of Normal.
We shall also find that there has been running through all of Mr.
Fell's life efforts a never ending thread of elevated thought and action
in behalf of great public questions. He never forgot the poor and
needy and by his wise advice and counsel he p laced many a -poor
man in the way of future comfort and competence. Some of these
were ex-slaves for whom he had a peculiar sympathy, and he entered
heartily into plans for their future welfare. Nothing appeared to
give him more p leasure than to witness the progress these once
down-trodden people began to make at one~ in their new environments, and to the very last he eagerly watched their advancement in
all parts of the nation. From the very first he was active in his opposition to slavery, and gave most effective aid to the g r eat cause of
freedom through his wonderful assistance in bringing Abraham Lincoln's abilities to the notice of the people, both before and after 1858.
He was enthusiastic in advocating Lincoln's nomination and e lection
to the presidency. lt is a candid opinion of good judges t hat no
single individual in the United Stat es performed more important
service, everything considered, in bringing about the election of him
who has proved to be the nation's idol.
The statements embodied in imperishable bronze upon the tablet
dedicated here today are most admirably calculated to impress and
inform future generations as to the most important characteristics of
this great man-this noble-hearted philanthropist-although it w.ill
be a lmost impossible for those who never had the good fortune of his
personal acquaintance to realize the grandeur and great modesty of
his character. It appears proper to add that such was the simplicity
of the man that we may well believe he never anticipated he would
be deemed worthy of such public remembrance as has been manifested today, or had any idea of its possible occurrence.
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PRESENTATION OF MEMORIAL GATEWAY TO TOWN OF
NORMAL
MRS. D. C. SMITH
As P r esident of the \Vomen's Improvement League of Nor mal, the
pleasing task is mine to present to the Town of Normal, through you,
its Mayor, the stone gateway just erected at the east entrance to this
campus in memory of J esse W . Fell.
I t is a tribute of love from his many friends far and near, who admired h im wh ile he was with them and who now honor his memory.
T he bronze meda llion portr ait upon one of the main posts is a gift
from the grandchildren, and is dedicated by them with affection to the
grandfather whom they knew and loved.
T he League is exceedingly pleased to know that the Town has authorized you to p resent this gateway for perpetual preservatio'l to the
lllinois State Normal Univer sity, t h us linking together the University
and the Town in further memory o f h im who was the fr'iend a n d love, .
of both.
The members of the League feel a sense of pride, pardonable I
trust, in the fact that they have been permitted to bear some humble
part in the erection of this memorial gateway, a n d they cherish t he
hope t hat in t he years to come many w h o look upon it, and pause to
study the portr ait and r ead the inscription it bears, _may be inspired
wit h Jesse W. Fell's rare public spir it a nd be moved to walk in
his ways.

ACCEPTANCE FOR MEMORIAL GATEWAY FOR TOWN OF
NORMAL

0

0 . L . MANCHESTER
Mr. Chairman, Madam P resident of the Women's Improvemen~
League :
In behalf of the Town of Nor mal I accept this g ift. While it is
primarily a n d fundamentally a memoria l to J esse W. Fell, 1t will, in
a secondary and less important way stand as a testimony to the good
will, the though tfulness, and the per severance of the 'Women's Jmprovement League.
By t he Town Council of the Town of Normal I am authorized
not o n ly to accept th is gateway but to g ive it away. Therefore, to
the Illinois State Normal Un iversity, as represented by its Boar d of
T rustees and its P resident present here today, I now present this
memorial. That the women have wished that this transfer be made
in th is way emphasizes the fact that they wish the most cordial and
helpful relations to contin ue to exist between the school and the town.
May this beautiful memor ial for generations and centuries to come
continue to stretch out its anli)le wh ite arms in welcome to the youn g
men and women not only of Normal and McLean county but to those
of the whole state of Illinois.

ACCEPTANCE FOR UNIVERSITY
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ACCEPTANCE F OR P ERPETUAL PRESERVATION
CHAS. L. CAPEN
The first Constitution ever written provided that rewards should be
conferred upon public benefactors. \,Vhen such are bestowed by private liberality, and by affection, it is a coronation. It has been well
said the greatest of public benefactors are the founders of such institutions as that upon whose ground we' celebrate today. Every such
a one is but the shadow of a great philanthropist who c-reated it.
Illinois is blest more than in all other mighty achievements in the
character of her pioneers, whose pure souls with unflagging energy
established the foundations and set up the ideals of the highest civilization. The g uide posts and land marks they handed down to us
were those of education, progress and the higher life that for all time
point and illuminate the true path.
Never had any community bestowed upon it, one whose public and
private virtue, whose deeds and achievements were greatl'r or more
lasting in good, than was and is Jesse W. Fell-none of whom the
saying of Lamartine is truer that Providence seems to deli~ht at rare
intervals in bestowing upon a community a great spiritual leader.
Of the most modest of men, working always for others and not for
himself, he never sought personal distinction. He had much to do
in establishing the common school system of the state; then w ith
wise foresight recognizing schools could not succeed well without
trained teachers, he rendered yeoman service in having passed the
charter of our Normal School: but for h is heroic and long-continued
labors, it would have been located elsewhere, and this village not have
been. He provided important surroundings, one being the curse of
the saloon should not tempt the student; he planted many of the trees
on the campus with his own hands and at his own expense; at the
critical time in the panic of 1857 he, with one or two others, saved the
institution from its creditors; during the after period of stress and
storm he never hesitated to make any individual sacrifice, to devote
his time and wisdom for its good. The debt of gratitude is none the
less if he builded better than he knew.
We owe it to his character, as well as to ourselves, in this critical
time when such strong efforts arc being made to discard the ideals of
the past, and to substitute for them those so strongly advocated in
certain quarters, that this beautiful gateway built by the loving hands
of the women of Normal, a nd by them g iven, shall stand as a perpetual
protest against the false and dangerous doctrine the acquisition of
wealth and the devotion of th e chief energy and concern should be
that which has wrecked the principal nation s of E urope, and, if accepted, cannot fail t o produce a like result for us. The beautiful
architecture is in itself an inspiration and culture to every one who
passes through its portals, and teaches that we must depend more
than ever before up on the lessons of our schools and churches, that
the most important ambition should be for a broader and deeper life
rather than for a more extravagant living, and that love of country
is to be exhibited in the upper and nobler spheres. Mr. Fell was of
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the Society of Friends, commonly called Quakers, whose every action
is controlled by the inner light, and was one of the truest of that denomination. It is justice to call him the height of Normal, as Scipio
was called the height of Rome.
It is my good fortune to accept with gratitude, in the name of the
State Board of Education this noble gift, and to promise in its name
it shall be sacredly cherished and preserved. The Board is only a
trustee, and acts for all the citizens of the state in memory of he r
distinguished son; for the residents of this county and village who
are what they are because he lived and strove among them and still
lives and strives for the hundreds of students now fitting themselves
for the highest employment of life, and the thousands yet to come.
This gift is not limited to the present generation, but is for posterity
as well; example and influence cannot die; it w ill act something like
a miracle upon the hearfs and minds of all.

